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Abstract The Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is one of

the operations based on DLT or blockchain technology

that allows fundraising activities for an entrepreneurial

project, by issuing utility tokens instead of a security

or an equity token. ICOs are a new and promising tool

to support innovative ideas with the potential, due to

the underlying technology, to shape the future of the

fundraising systems and architectures. The present pa-

per is twofold: on one hand it offers a dataset of 760

ICOs containing several variables, completely checked,

harmonized and validated through the comparison of

alternative sources, that can be used as benchmark for

further analysis. On the other hand, it investigates re-

search hypothesis aimed at highlighting plausible suc-

cess drivers that can be extracted from white papers

taking into account also the team composition and the

social media exposure. Our results show that the vari-

ables derived from the white papers, such as the ex-

istence of the appendix, the picture of the team, the

sections and the nr. of pages are statistically signifi-

cant with a differentiated impact on the probability of

success or failure of an ICO.
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1 Introduction

Initial Coin Offerings got famous as the finance model of

cryptocurrencies. They are a digital way of public capi-

tal funding for entrepreneurial use through the issue of

an own virtual token [Blaseg, 2018]. A token is a ’crypo-

tographically secured digital asset’ [Howell et al., 2018].

For companies whose business model stands in connec-

tion with blockchain technology, ICOs have surpassed

the traditional venture capital financing in the short-

est of time[Hahn and Wilkens, 2019a]. This means that

ICOs are a new way to raise capital for young and un-

established ventures.

The first ICO was held in July 2013 by Master-
coin, which is a digital currency built on the Bitcoin

blockchain [Shin, 2017]. Since then, over a thousand

ICOs have followed. CoinSchedule, a leading website

monitoring current ICOs, reports that 366 ICOs took

place in 2017, raising a combined amount of USD 6.2

bn. According to Fisch [Fisch, 2019a], the aggregated

2017 funding volume was surpassed in the first three

months of 2018 alone. 254 ICOs raised USD 7.8 bn in

this period. The premier crowdfunding platform Kick-

starter in contrast has raised a total of USD 4.6 bn since

its inception in 2009 [Kickstarter, 2019]. In the month

of June 2018 alone, the ICO funds raised amounted to

over USD 5 bn with 91 ICOs ending in this period. How-

ever since then, monthly funds raised remained more or

less distinctly under the mark of USD 1 bn with the ex-

ception of May 2019. The number of token sales has also

declined from the staggering number of 146 ended ICOs

at the maximum in April 2018 to four ended token sales

in September 2019 [Coinschedule, 2019].
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It is to note that an officially recognized definition

of ICOs does not exist [Blaseg, 2018]. The name initial

coin offering is a reference to the well established con-

cept of initial public offerings (IPOs). However, at first

sight, ICOs have relatively few things in common with

traditional public offerings. In an ICO, a new firm of-

fers a token to a crowd of investors for the first time.

In IPOs the company is most often already established

and has had rather a successful past. In an IPO, shares

of the company are sold. In an ICO, the sold token is

created by the firm offering it using distributed ledger

technology (DLT) and can be bought in exchange for

fiat money or other cryptocurrencies. The functions of

the token may equal classical shares but are manifold

[Hahn and Wilkens, 2019b].

The spike in ocurrence of ICOs followed the devel-

opment of the Blockchain by Nakamoto in 2008 and

the subsequent development of cryptocurrencies such

as ethereum (short: ether) [Catalini and Gans, 2018]. A

blockchain enables the direct, secure transfer of value

over the Internet between parties that do not trust each

other [Howell et al., 2018]. It consists of a sequential list

of transactions in a unit of value that is native to the

blockchain. For example the Bitcoin blockchain uses the

cryptocurrency bitcoin and the Ethereum blockchain

uses ether. Additional text, such as for example contin-

gent terms of contracts, can be appended to a trans-

action. Bitcoin permits simple and limited additional

text, whilst other blockchains such as Ethereum essen-

tially permit any code to be executed as part of a trans-

action. Blockchains are so called distributed ledgers,

providing decentralized record-keeping that cannot be

retroactively edited. Cryptography enables rapid verifi-

cation and prevents hacking [Howell et al., 2018]. Dis-

tributed Ledger Technology (DLT) describes a decen-

tralized database stored on a set of individual nodes.

The records are syncronized through a consensus al-

gorithm, which allows peer-to-peer transactions with-

out the need for an intermediary. This is the technical

basis of an ICO in various forms [Blaseg, 2018]. The

token sales themselves are conducted via complex, self-

enforcing and state contingent smart contracts, which

are pieces of code embedded in a blockchain. This en-

ables the exchange of money, property or other assets

without an intermediate party. Smart contracts guaran-

tee the fulfillment of the transaction and regulate for ex-

ample the conditions of sale for the tokens [Blaseg, 2018].

Therefore, due to low transaction costs similar to crowd-

funding, ICOs might become a significant driver for

financial inclusion by democratizing access to invest-

ments and capital [Mollick and Robb, 2016].

Recently, there has been a growing literature study-

ing the ICOs drivers aiming to predict their future out-

come. [Blaseg, 2018] offers an exploratory empiric clas-

sification of ICOs and the dynamics of voluntary dis-

closures. It examines to what extent the availability

and quality of the information disclosed can explain

the characteristics of success and failure among ICOs

and the corresponding projects. Another important re-

search focuses on the effectiveness of signalling ven-

tures and ICOs projects technological capabilities to

attract higher amounts of funding [Fisch, 2019a]. To

the discussion of information asymmetries also Boreiko

and Risteski [Boreiko and Risteski, 2019] compare se-

rial and large ICO investors with other ICO investors

finding that the average serial ICO investor invests ear-

lier than other ICO investors. However, serial investors

are not more informed than other ICO investors, per se,

and fail to choose better quality ICOs. The situation is

different from large serial investors, who seem to have

an information advantage over other ICO investors, as

they are more likely to invest in more successful ICO

campaigns.

Other streams of research concentrate on the impact

of ICO managers quality and entrepreneurial decision

making process. Those are specific aspects of a wider

prospective that goes under the behavioural economics

and entrepreneurial finance umbrella. [Momtaz, 2018]

studies the impact of CEOs loyalty disposition and the

magnitude of asymmetry of information between man-

agers and investors on ICOs performance . Moreover,

to remain in the management area, an interesting spark

comes from a research specifically directed on CEOs

emotions signalling role and their effects on ICOs re-

sults [Momtaz, 2020a]. Momtaz, in another paper aims

at identifying the likelihood and possible timeframe of

value creation for investors by combining several fac-

tors (financial return, amount of capital raised, listing

and delisting alternatives, industry events study etc.)

to analyse the ICOs success drivers [Momtaz, 2018]. In

a recent study again [Momtaz, 2020b] focuses on infor-

mation asymmetries and agency costs raising between

entrepreneurs and investors. From the decision mak-

ing process studies, he have found that entrepreneur’s

social identity in conjunction with the enabling mecha-

nisms of the blockchain technology shape entrepreneurial

pursuits and funding choice [Schückes and Gutmann, 2020],

[Kher et al., 2020]. Finally, another area of studies fo-

cuses on the driving factors impacting the liquidity and

trading volume of crypto tokens listed after the ICOs.

Among those factors have been identified the quality

level of disclosed documentation (source code public

on Github, white paper published, an intended bud-

get published for use of proceeds), the community en-
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gagement (measured by the number of Telegram group

members), the level of preparation of the management

(using as proxy the entrepreneurial professional back-

ground of the lead founder or CEO), and other out-

comes of interest (i.e., the amount raised in the ICO,

outright failure - delisting or disappearance, abnormal

returns, and volatility) [Howell et al., 2018].

The aim of this paper is twofold: first, we make avail-

able a tailor made data set composed of 760 ICOs con-

taining relative relevant variables, completely checked,

harmonized and validated using several alternative sources.

This constitutes a value per se, given the absence of a

unique, reliable and complete dashboard of ICOs.

Second, we provide a full statistical analysis focused

on highlighting the most relevant success drivers that

take into account covariates extracted from White pa-

pers as an additional source of information. Indeed, we

believe that, although not regulated or properly format-

ted, white papers can disclose interesting insights about

the ICO issuers both in terms of reliability and trust-

worthiness. Our results show that most of the variables

derived from the white papers are statistical significant

with a differentiated impact on the probability of suc-

cess or failure of an ICO. In particular our main findings

are:

– The number of pages of white papers positively af-

fects the probability of success. The longer the doc-

ument, the higher the probability. This would sug-

gest, as expected, that a more detailed and complete

description of the business idea helps in reaching the

target.

– The number of sections of white papers does not rep-

resent a relevant factor. The structure complexity of

the documents is not an added value. Moreover, the

number of sections cannot be considered a proxy of

the length of the white papers.

– The presence of team’s pictures is significant but

with negative sign. This finding appears counter-

intuitive, but stable across several robustness checks.

It is not straightforward to give an interpretation,

but since it often happens that team members, espe-

cially advisors, participate in several ICOs, the clear

visual identity more than names listing, may affect

negatively the perception. A client is likely to think

that the participation to several business venture re-

veals lack of specific commitment and background

knowledge. A sort of mercenary behaviour of people

gravitating around in ICOs world.

– The presence of an appendix, somehow technical,

contributes positively to the success of an ICO. This

is reasonable, if intended as a further level of dis-

closure and openness towards a full engagement pf

prospect clients, in particular the more skilled ones.

All the findings have been checked and validated by

defining alternative models and by controlling for other

relevant factors like the team composition and the social

media exposure.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in sec-

tion 2 we fully detail the ICOs characteristics and back-

ground. In section 3 we describe the statistical method-

ology used to prove the importance of the analyzed vari-

ables. In section 4 we describe the data gathering pro-

tocol and in section 5 we show main results. Finally in

section 6 we draw conclusions and future steps.

2 The Initial Coin Offerings world

Although an international consensus on this topic can-

not be found, the Swiss Financial Markets Supervi-

sory Authority (FINMA) proposes a valid taxonomy

of tokens based on their different economic functions

[ESMA, 2018]:

1. Payment tokens

2. Utility tokens

3. Asset tokens

Payment tokens can be used to acquire goods or ser-

vices. The most famous example for this is Bitcoin. Bit-

coin is the worldwide leading decentralized cryptocur-

rency since its implementation in 2009, following its

first description by Nakamoto in 2008 [Nakamoto, 2008].

The holder has no claim on the issuer and the currency

is purely virtual [ESMA, 2018].

Utility tokens serve to provide access to a specific

application or service which is provided by the issuer

of the token. Contrary to payment tokens they do not

work as payment for any other applications. An exam-

ple for this would be Filecoin which held an ICO in

September 2017 selling a utility token to enable the

buyer to use its decentralized cooperative data storage

solution [ESMA, 2018]. One can imagine the system of

utility tokens to function in a similar way as crowd-

funding presales on platforms like Kickstarter. A fitting

example would be that one buys a designated seat in a

stadium before it is even built [Howell et al., 2018].

Asset tokens have an economic function which is

similar to traditional bonds or derivatives. They repre-

sent assets such as a debt or equity claim on the issuer

and promise for example a share of future company

earnings [ESMA, 2018].

In addition, there also exist hybrid tokens, repre-

senting a mixture of the types mentioned above.

By increasing competition in payment markets, pay-

ment tokens can inspire increased efficiency in cost,
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speed, user-friendliness and security of traditional pay-

ment methods. Furthermore, the DLT network approach

empowers the individual as the businesses and services

function without institutional barriers such as a bank.

This means that payment tokens might also act in favour

of financial inclusion of people lacking a bank account.

Due to the anonymity of the users in the network there

is however increased risk of new types of fraud as well

as money laundering. Furthermore, investor protection

problems arise from the fact that payment tokens do not

represent a claim or entitlement but are speculative in-

vestments and thereby subject to price fluctuation and

high volatility. Bitcoin for example regularly is in news

media due to high volatility, making headlines like ’Bit-

coin price roller coaster continues as value plunges by

USD 1,000 in less than an hour’ [Cuthbertson, 2019].

According to the SMSG, there is also a risk of mar-

ket abuse, as 10 ’whales’ (large investors) own 50% of

the largest ICOs and could therefore potentially engage

in price manipulation [ESMA, 2018]. Also, due to the

lack of centralization there is no control over the tokens’

money mass, a task executed by central banks for legal

tender.

Utility tokens allow the prefunding of a future busi-

ness without diluting ownership. Therefore they are a

source of early stage funding for innovative projects and

an alternative to, for example, crowdfunding. By sell-

ing utility tokens, which enable the customer to use

the product, issuers can also create a network of users

before actually implementing the business, thus yield-

ing business advantages. The advantages also directly

translate into disadvantages as the issuer might not de-

liver the expected service (counterparty risk) or may go

out of business (performance risk).

Asset tokens giving the holder a monetary claim on

the issuer are similar in characteristics to securities and

derivatives. Therefore, their benefits are also similar.

They facilitate the (pre-)financing of a business and are

a measure for risk-transfer. However, the risks also re-

semble the risks of securities. Namely counterparty risk

as mentioned above, dilution risk if there is no issuance

control and custody risk.

Table 1 depicts the results of an explanatory data

analysis on a set of 4,564 token sales events listed on

Icobench.com. It revealed the following geographical

dispersion of ICOs. In total ICOs were taking place in

135 countries:

It can be seen that the vast majority of ICOs take

place in the United States of America (USA), Singa-

pore, United Kingdom (UK), Russia, Estonia and Switzer-

land. The choice of country under whose law one wants

to hold an ICO is influenced by many factors. Initia-

Table 1: Geographical dispersion of ICOs

Country Number of ICOs
Estonia 230
Hong Kong 137
Russia 311
Singapore 441
Switzerland 226
UK 394
USA 661
Miscellaneous 1972

tors of ICOs are also associated to have high techno-

logical skills as they have to be able to create a busi-

ness based on blockchain [Fisch, 2019a]. It is clearly

observable that the countries with the highest num-

bers of ICOs are all somewhat considered as technologi-

cally and financially advanced as already pointed out by

[Huang et al., 2020]. Also, according to [Howell et al., 2018],

ICO issuers are concentrated in a set of countries that

seem more related to technical expertise than to legal

systems, with the highest number of ICOs in Russia, the

USA, and Switzerland. ICOs may permit early stage,

risky investment to circumvent well-functioning prop-

erty rights and contract enforcement. The legal status

of ICOs is not clearly defined at this point and the

country approaches vary greatly. However, the subject

is matter to great discussion.

According to [Howell et al., 2018], tokens are natu-

ral targets for speculation because they are usually ex-

changeable for fiat and cryptocurrency. This liquidity is

an attractive feature compared to conventional VC se-

curities. Furthermore, tokenized real assets, which are

tokens tied to real-world assets such as the price of gold

or USD, tend to have higher failure rates. These are es-

sentially the opposite of utility tokens and more often

appear to be scams .

2.1 Functionality of ICOs

When dealing with an ICO, a prospective buyer sub-

mits a purchase order for a token by sending a pay-

ment to the issuer. Payment is usually in cryptocur-

rency, and most commonly in ether, which prospective

buyers can purchase for FIAT money on cryptocurrency

exchanges. At the conclusion of the sale, the smart con-

tract automatically sends the purchased tokens to the

blockchain addresses of successful buyers. One reason

that the number of ICOs has risen so quickly is that in

their most basic form they impose essentially zero costs

on the issuer.
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Token sales events are typically preceded by the re-

lease of white paper disclosure documents that are sim-

ilar in spirit to prospectuses for initial public offerings.

As there is no official regulation on what white papers

need to include, their content varies greatly. However

most of the times they include a description of how the

token will be used and its benefits as well as some in-

formation on the background and business idea of the

project. Often missing is basic information about issuer

and a contact address. Most of the time, no informa-

tion about the legal address or the individuals behind

the ICO can be found. In addition to a white paper,

issuers promote their project before the ICO launch

through social media channels such as Twitter, Face-

book or Telegram communication channels. Sometimes,

source code of the project or information about the

token distribution mechanism is made public on code

sharing platforms such as Github. It is also common

that the issuing team links their online presence on web-

sites such as LinkedIn. If there exists an advisory team

for the ICO, their presence might also be reported.

Investors can get information about future and past

ICOs, including links to all relevant information sources

mentioned above on websites such as Coinschedule.com,

Icobench.com, IcoWatchList.com and many more.

For the issuers, an initial coin offering can roughly

be divided into two phases. Firstly, the Pre -Public-

Engagement phase. The initiators of the project are

developing their business idea and need to get to know

whether there is significant surplus to holding an ICO

for the project or not. There are many things to be

taken into account. One question being whether an ICO

is actually legal in the intended country for the ICO.

In most countries, ICOs are either legal, regulated or

subject to future regulation. Once a venture has made

the decision to hold an ICO, it needs to create a coin.

There are many different ways to hold an ICO, includ-

ing different phases of token sale, pre sales, the ac-

tual ICO and general sale. The venture needs to de-

cide on how many coins he/she wants to sell and how

much remains within the ICO team. Also, a platform

for the issue of coins needs to be selected. Accord-

ing to [Howell et al., 2018], most ICOs use ERC20 to-

kens, which are smart contracts hosted by the Ethereum

blockchain. Anyone can create such a contract for free.

If all basics are settled, the Public Engagement Phase

with the goal of spreading the word about the ICO

through above mentioned channels begins. After the

launch of the ICO, the issuer has no control over the to-

kens beyond what was specified ex-ante in the contract.

According to [Howell et al., 2018], when launching an

ICO, the issuer has to decide on:

– Target proceeds

– Fraction of total token supply sold

– Pricing mechanism

– Distribution method

– Token rights

– Exchange listing

After the completion of an ICO, the newly created

tokens can be traded online on certain websites, known

as digital currency exchanges (DCEs), such as Coin-

Base or Kraken. These enable customers to exchange

the new tokens for other assets, such as other digi-

tal currencies or legal tender [Stacher, 2018]. Accord-

ing to estimates by the European Securities and Mar-

kets Agency, around 200 of such trading platforms exist

globally. However the most flows concentrate on a small

subset of them. A token being traded on a secondary

exchange therefore is a sign that an ICO has been com-

pleted successfully and there still exists demand for the

token. Between a fourth and a third of tokens offered

in ICOs are traded. Daily trading volumes normally

amount to USD 10-15 bn. This number needs to be

taken with caution though, as it is suspected that some

platforms seemingly inflate the volumes that they trade

[European Securities and Markets Authority, 2019]. How-

ever, as with traditional exchanges, the value of the to-

ken is subject to fluctuation and may change with the

sentiment of the market. There is also, as with any ex-

change, a risk of insider trading[ESMA, 2018].

As we can see, there are different perspectives from

which ICOs can be further understood through quali-

tative or empirical works. The perspectives from which

we can gather deeper understanding are multiple: en-

trepreneurial, functionality, technicalities, regulatory is-

sues, illicit behaviour, investor protection, etc. In the

following section, we will focus on a technical aspect

of the ICO process that has to be analyzed: the white

paper informative power.

2.2 The White Paper

As mentioned above, the white paper can be seen as

the prospectus of an ICO. It is important to note that

it currently does not exist a specific obligation for ICOs

to publish a white paper, nor any guidelines on what

the white paper has to include or its format. As will be

elaborated later in this section, white papers can signal

high quality business to investors and therefore might

be an important tool to attract funds and improve the

success of an ICO. However, due to lack of guidelines,

content varies greatly and one cannot assume that only

the presence of a White Paper guarantees a trustworthy

ICO. In our dataset, white papers have, on average, a
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length of 36.27 pages, the shortest being 1 page and the

longest 127.

A white paper typically consists of numerous sec-

tions. Issuers might or might not disclose source code,

give an insight into their business idea and the added

value their project is supposed to generate. Often, a

time frame of how the business is planned to develop

is included. The white paper might also include pho-

tographs as well as a short biography of the team mem-

bers in their individual functions. Issuers often employ

advisors to their projects which might also be men-

tioned in the white paper. Although not too common,

a white paper can also include a legal disclaimer or a

warning about the speculative nature and connected

risks of ICOs. Relating to the source code which might

be included in the White Paper, the Securities and

Markets Stakeholder Group notes that ’there is a ’code

risk’ because the instructions programmed into the to-

ken software may not always reflect the algorithm and

features described in the whitepaper’ ([ESMA, 2018],

p.12).

Figure 1 shows three examples of white paper for-

mats to illustrate the lack of specific guidelines. Often,

it seems that a nice layout is almost, as important as,

the information depicted in the document. The Ger-

man Federal Financial Supervisory Authority BaFin

also argues that white papers, in first line, are used

as a PR measure and for communication. They often

get changed during the lifetime of an ICO and the

information included is often very imprecise. This re-

sults in not providing security or protection to investors

[BaFin, 2018]. White papers can therefore not directly

be compared to a prospectus regulated by law.

As already stated, the present paper deals with the

understanding of success factors of ICOs. As ICOs are

subject to few regulations, it is of high interest to exam-

ine how additional laws might need to be structured to

prevent fraudulent ICOs and ensure consumer protec-

tion whilst also enabling innovation in the FinTech field.

There is however a string of economic literature which

suggests that the ventures themselves have a great in-

terest in voluntarily disclosing important information

which might help investors in making smart and in-

formed choices. This, in turn, might imply that regula-

tion on this issue is obsolete.

In his paper on ’Job market signaling’ [Spence, 1973],

Spence introduced the now well- known concept of eco-

nomic signaling. Signaling is part of the discipline of in-

formation economics and tries to solve principal agent

problems. The agent has more information than the

principal and tries to signal its quality to the principal

to persuade a conclusion of contract. Therefore, the goal

of signaling is to avoid adverse selection. Spence exam-

ines this situation for the job market environment. Tra-

ditionally, there are high information asymmetries and

information is distributed unevenly between employees

and employers. The employer is at an information dis-

advantage. Before hiring someone, he/she cannot esti-

mate exactly the abilities of the applicant. The model

includes two types of applicants, one type has a higher

productivity, the other is less productive. The problem,

the more productive workers face, is that an employer

cannot distinguish them from the other sort of workers

without signaling. Without signaling, the employer will

therefore pay an equilibrium salary in between the ap-

propriate salary for both worker groups. This is so un-

satisfactory for the more productive worker that he/she

will try to signal his quality to the employer. In Spences’

Model, he/she will do this by getting a higher educa-

tion, which for the more productive type bears lesser

costs than for the less productive type. This means

he/she can actually signal his quality [Spence, 1973].

Spences theory has been adapted to many different

fields of economics. For the field of finance, and in our

case ICOs, signaling can be interpreted as high-quality

ventures can attract higher amounts of funding by send-

ing signals to potential investors. It is argued that, once

high-quality ventures voluntarily begin to disclose in-

formation, other ventures will follow until all but the

ventures of lowest quality fully disclose [Blaseg, 2018].

Because ICOs are mostly held by ventures in early

stages, there is a considerable amount of information

asymmetry. Additionally, the amount of speculation and

hype around ICOs is very high and therefore the amount

of objective information is normally quite low [Fisch, 2019a].

Fisch examines the concept of signaling in context

related to ICOs [Fisch, 2019a]. In his study, he assesses

the determinants of amount raised by 423 ICOs. He

argues that the technological capabilities of the ven-

ture represent a crucial indicator for relative quality as

ICOs are highly technical. From this conclusion, three

indicators of a venture quality are derived. These can

be understood as signals in the ICO context. The in-

dicators are: technical white paper, high-quality source

code and patents. Fisch finds that a technical white pa-

pers, as well as, high-quality source codes do lead to

higher funding amounts. Patents however do not seem

to have an effect on the amount raised. In addition,

token supply, Ethereum-standard and Twitter activ-

ity seem to have a positive impact on amount raised.

Fisch’s study highlights that, under certain conditions,
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Fig. 1: Examples of white paper format

White Paper of BelugaPay (left), GymCoin (middle) and Monetha (right)

white papers can serve as signals for successful ven-

tures. This intuition is important, as it shows that even

absent of regulation, ICOs have an interest in signal-

ing their quality and investors have focal points which

may demonstrate the presence of a trustworthy venture.

[Florysiak and Schandlbauer, 2019] stresses the impor-

tance of white papers as privileged communication chan-

nel to prospect clients, allowing the reduction of infor-

mation asymmetry. In particular, by running a textual

analysis, they found out that signaling is likely to be

biased during the ICO process as investors make their

decisions upon possibly misleading expert ratings. This

can lead to inefficiencies in the financial market which

allocates wrongly funds and produces high volatile, risky

and prone to failure systems.

Therefore, if we focus on the entrepreneurial aspect

of ICO, we see that there are many common aspects

with crowdfunding financing tools. We can state that

the ICOs lay at the interplay between crowdfunding

and blockchain. Thus, investigating on the aspects that

the two systems share and on the specific ones, is fun-

damental for investors and entrepreneurs in order to

chose between the two tools[Block et al., 2020].

Although initially, Crowdfunding and ICOs appear

to be very similar in their characteristics and mecha-

nisms, there are meaningful differences between the two

funding tools. Entrepreneurs and investors need to un-

derstand these differences to use these funding methods

in the most efficient way. The same applies to policy-

makers who are asked to define an appropriate regula-

tory framework for the two financing instruments.

[Ante et al., 2018] confirm that ICOs exhibit sev-

eral similarities with classical crowdfunding and venture

capital markets. In particular, they found a match in

the determinants of funding success specifically with re-

gards to human capital characteristics, business model

quality, project elaboration, and social media activity.

Generally, ICO issuers use three forms to volun-

tarily disclose information and thereby reduce infor-

mation asymmetries and influence investors: (i) White

paper (Cohney et al., 2019), [Cohney et al., 2019] (ii)

Github and (iii) Online information tools (Bourveau

et al., 2018) [Bourveau et al., 2019]. In line with the

above literature and specifically focusing on white pa-

pers characteristics, we investigate the relative struc-

ture and the technical content controlling over other

ICOs drivers such as team composition and social media

exposure. Such two components have been widely inves-

tigated and showed their importance like in [Toma and Cerchiello, 2020]

and in [Cerchiello et al., 2019].

The literature on the analysis of white papers con-

siders different relevant aspects. The length of the white

paper has a positive association with the amount raised

in the ICO. This confirms previous findings in the litera-

ture by [Amsden and Schweizer, 2018] and [Fisch, 2019b]

Fisch (2019) and strengthens our hypothesis that the

length of a white paper impacts the success of an ICO.

Further, the file size does not have a significant rela-

tionship with the amount raised in the ICO. Insofar,

we set our first two research hypotheis, that are:

H1: the length of white papers positively influences

the probability of success.

The white paper length is measured as the natural

logarithm of the number of pages (as in [Bourveau et al., 2019])

H1bis: the number of sections of white papers posi-

tively influences the probability of success.
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We deemH1bis as an alternative formulation toH1:

the level of completeness of the white papers measured

through the number of sections instead of the number

of pages.

Again [Feng et al., 2019] puts emphasis on the qual-

ity of white papers. In particular, they found out that

the more technical details are described in the docu-

ment, the larger is the raised funded amount. Once

again, it is stressed the importance of full disclosure and

the white paper as a mean of communication more tra-

ditional (compared to Github or Telegram chats) and

expression of the credibility of the ICO issuers, From

such considerations we derive our two more hypothesis:

H2: the presence of team pictures in white papers

positively influences the probability of success.

H3: the presence of an appendix in white papers pos-

itively influences the probability of success.

Such hypothesis are tested controlling over some

ICOs characteristics, namely the composition of the

team and the social web exposure. Those two com-

ponents have been already investigated and tested in

[Toma and Cerchiello, 2020].

3 Methodology

As in the work of [Cerchiello and Toma, 2018], logistic

regression is used to determine the influence of different

factors on the success of ICOs. Using binomial logis-

tic regression, the dependent variable is classified into

two groups (1=success vs 0=failure/scam). The alter-

native classification into three classes (scam, success,

fail) or into scam and no scam was thought of to be

imprecise due to the rather small number of observa-

tions [Cerchiello and Toma, 2018]. The logistic regres-

sion model is as usual defined as follows [James et al., 2017]:

ln(
pi

1− pi
) = α+

∑
j

βjxij (1)

where pi is the probability of the event of interest,

xi = (xi1, ..., xij , ..., xiJ) is a vector of each ICOi’s spe-

cific explanatory variables, α is the intercept parameter

and βj , for j = 1, ..., J are the regression coefficients to

be estimated from the available data. For the probabil-

ity of success of an ICO it follows that:

pi =
1

1 + exp(α+
∑

j βjxij)
(2)

The logistic function is a special case of the so-

called sigmoid functions and maps into (0, 1). This en-

sures that classification is possible and that pi ∈ (0, 1)

[James et al., 2017].

Following the arguments of [Cerchiello and Toma, 2018]

the approach of logistical regression is feasible as the

target variable (success vs. no success) is distributed

rather evenly.

In order to obtain a more robust and efficient model,

we compare classical logistic regressions with the rela-

tive regularized versions: Lasso and Ridge.

Lasso logistic model is a shrinkage method that al-

lows obtaining a subset of variables that are strongly

associated with the dependent variable, through reg-

ularization of the coefficients bringing them to values

very close or even exactly equal to zero. Since the L1

penalty is used, the variables with a coefficient equal to

zero are excluded from the model [Hastie et al., 2009].

Mathematically:

Llasso(β̂) =

n∑
i=1

(yi − x′iβ̂)2 + λ

m∑
j=1

∣∣∣β̂j∣∣∣ . (3)

where yi are the n-observations for the target vari-

able (success-failure), xi are the n-observations for the

covariates, λ is the penalization parameter chosen by

cross validation and βj are the coefficient of the model.

Ridge regression appears to be very similar to Lasso

with the exception of the penalization term that presents

a different form, as in the following:

Lridge(β̂) =

n∑
i=1

(yi − x′iβ̂)2 + λ

m∑
j=1

β̂2
j . (4)

Formula 4) differs from 3) in imposing a different

constraint on the parameters βi. Ridge regression em-

ploys a L2 normalization (β̂2
j ) which produces a differ-

ent effect on parameters: they are shrunk toward zero

without being exactly zero. From the employment and

comparison of the three models, logistic-ridge-lasso re-

gression, we can leverage the best model structure, un-

derstanding what are the key variables in predicting

success or failure.

In multiple regressions, two or more explanatory

variables might be correlated with each other. This sit-

uation is defined as collinearity. When collinearity ex-

ists between three or more variables, even if no pair of

variables has a particularly high correlation, this situ-

ation is referred to as multicollinearity. The presence

of multicollinearity leads the solution of a regression to

become unstable. A multicollinearity check called the

variance inflation factor (VIF) is employed. It measures

how much the variance of a regression coefficient is in-

flated due to multicollinearity. The VIF is the ratio of

the variance of β̂j when fitting the full model divided by

the variance of β̂j if fit on its own [James et al., 2017].

The absence of multicollinearity is indicated by a VIF
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value of one. A rule of thumb used widely is that a VIF

value exceeding 5 or 10 indicates problematic amounts

of collinearity. The concerned variables should then be

removed from the model since the occurrence of mul-

ticollinearity means that the information embedded in

the concerned variable is abundant in the presence of

the other explanatory variables of the model. The VIF

for each variable can be computed using the formula

[James et al., 2017]:

V IF (β̂j) =
1

1−R2
Xj |X−j

(5)

where R2
Xj |X−j

is the R2 from a regression of Xj

onto all of the other predictors. If R2
Xj |X−j

is close to

one, then collinearity is present and the VIF will be

large [James et al., 2017].

4 Data

4.1 Purpose and hypothesis of the analysis

The main purpose of this paper is to identify which

characteristics of an ICO (based on the information dis-

closed and available to prospective investors) are mean-

ingful to predict its outcome. Thus, the main hypoth-

esis of this analysis is to find out if the outcome of

the fundraising process is positively or negatively influ-

enced by the features observed.

The total number of ICOs in the market (together

with the total amount raised) increased extensively in

2017 and 2018. The expansion of the market was prob-

ably amplified by the increasing hype and consequent
bubble that affected the bitcoin cryptocurrency towards

the end of 2017 and the beginning of 2018 [Pilkington, 2018].

Given the quantity of information available in 2017 and

2018, it was decided to retrieve data from this time pe-

riod since it provides a larger database increasing the

probability to retrieve meaningful information on the

outcome of ICO processes. The analysis was conducted

investigating a dataset composed of 760 observations

labelled as “successful”, “failed” or “scam”. During the

analysis different models and techniques were used and

compared to obtain the best possible classification per-

formance.

The first step of the data gathering process was combin-

ing three initial datasets to obtain a list of observations

that served as a basis to start collecting the information

needed for the analysis. In particular:

1. The first dataset was retrieved from Icobench 1 one

of the best ICO rating platforms.

1 Retrieved from https://icobench.com/ on July 2019

This dataset was used to obtain a large number of

ICO observations and then extract only their refer-

ences, since it would be then enriched with features

extracted from the second dataset and filled gath-

ering information on Icobench. The file was initially

composed of 13 features and 5552 observations. Af-

ter dropping duplicates, missing values and unneces-

sary features, the number of observations decreased

to 2465 and the number of variables decreased to 3

(“name”, “url”, “icoEnd”, which are used as refer-

ence of the ICO).

2. The second dataset was obtained from the work

[Toma and Cerchiello, 2020] which provided 190 ob-

servations and an appropriate range of features for

the purpose of the analysis.

Three main macro-categories of features were in-

cluded in the dataset. The first is related to the pres-

ence of communication channels and social media

(Website, Telegram, Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn,

Youtube, Github, Slack, Reddit, Bitcointalk, Medium).

The second is related to information disclosed through

rating platforms such as the number of team mem-

bers, the number of advisors and the presence of

their picture. The third set of features is instead

related to whitepapers and their characteristics like

the number of pages, the number of sections and the

presence of the appendix. A full list of the features

used in the analysis is provided in Table 2, while in

Table 3 we report relative descriptive statistics.

Table 2: Explanatory variables

success 0=failure or scam 1= success
nat fail 0=success or scam 1=failure
scam 0=success or failure 1=scam

Web du Website presence(dummy)
tw Twitter (dummy)
fb Facebook (dummy)
ln Linkedin (dummy)
yt Youtube (dummy)
gith Github (dummy)
slack Slack (dummy)
reddit Reddit (dummy)
btalk Bitcointalk (dummy)
mm Medium (dummy)
social du There exits at least one social media (dummy)
nr channels number of activated social media channels (dummy)
nr team Number of Team members (quantitative)
nr adv Number of advisors ( quantitative
picture du Presence of members pictures ( Dummy)
Nr pages Number of White paper pages ( quantitative)
sections Number of White paper sections ( quantitative)
appendix du Presence of an appendix in the white paper ( dummy)

3. The third dataset was instead created by retriev-

ing information from Deadcoins2, the most popu-

lar cryptocurrency platform to report ICO scams,

failures and phishing activities. The dataset, once

filtered by the category “scam” and cleaned by du-

plicates or missing values, was composed by 641 ob-

servations and two main features, “name” and “cat-

2 Retrieved from https://deadcoins.com/ on March 2020.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Pctl(25) Pctl(75) Max

success 760 0.478 0.49 0 0 1 1
nat fail 760 0.48 0.50 0 0 1 1
scam 760 0.05 0.22 0 0 0 1
Oweb dum 760 0.78 0.42 0 1 1 1
Nr Telegram 760 4,6 10,257 0 0 4,176 108,871
tw 760 0.90 0.30 0 1 1 1
fb 760 0.81 0.39 0 1 1 1
ln 760 0.60 0.49 0 0 1 1
yt 760 0.63 0.48 0 0 1 1
gith 760 0.67 0.47 0 0 1 1
slack 760 0.21 0.41 0 0 0 1
reddit 760 0.74 0.44 0 0 1 1
btalk 760 0.80 0.34 0 1 1 1
mm 760 0.74 0.44 0 0 1 1
nr team 760 9.05 6.44 0 5 12 52
nr adv 760 4.29 4.20 0 0 7 24
Nr pages 760 28.48 19.13 0 16 40 127
sections 760 9.53 6.54 0 6 13 50
foto du 760 0.74 0.44 0 0 1 1
appendix du 760 0.13 0.33 0 0 0 1

egory”. This dataset was used to match it with the

final dataset to determine which observations are af-

fected by suspicious activities and therefore to sim-

plify the scam identification.

After combining the datasets, 580 observations were

collected and added to the 190 observations from the

first dataset [Toma and Cerchiello, 2020], for a final to-

tal of 780 observations. The information collected was

obtained from Icobench and, where missing, other rat-

ing and listing platforms were used, such as ICO Drops.com,

CoinDesk.com, Tokendata.io, Icoholder.com. Further-

more, to fulfil missing data on Icobench regarding white

papers and related information, other specialized web-

sites were consulted, such as Allcryptowhitepapers.com

and Whitepaperdatabase.com.

The collection process was guided taking as a ref-

erence the ICO market composition of 2017 and 2018.

This means that the final dataset of 780 observations

respects the structure of the market in both years. The

data about the market structure were retrieved from

the Report “ICO Market Analysis 2018” available on

Icobench [BENCH, 2018]. As shown in figure 2, in 2017

58% (413 units) of ICOs in the market were success-

ful while 42% (305 units) of them failed to raise funds.

As reported in figure3 , the market scenario in 2018 is

quite dissimilar, since the number of ICOs registered on

Icobench increased dramatically and the composition

as well, recording a success rate of 40% (1012 units)

and a failure rate of 60% (1505 units). As regards the

collection of scam ICOs, two studies were taken as a ref-

erence, “Cryptocurrencies Initial Coin Offerings: Are

they Scams? - An Empirical Study” [Liebau and Schueffel, 2019]

and “Initial Coin Offerings, Information Disclosure, and

Fraud” [Hornuf et al., 2019] which based their empiri-

cal analysis on samples respectively composed by 6.7%

and 12.6% of scams. Those are in contrast with find-

ings from a recent study by Satis Group which finds in

2018 that the 80% were identified as scams. The article

offers an alternative explanation for the allegedly poor

performance of ICOs by relating them to studies from

entrepreneurship literature.

The volume of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) has

risen steeply with an all-time high market capitalisa-

tion of close to 1 trillion USD in December 2017. Since

then the digital asset market has slumped, retreating to

approximately 200 billion USD by mid-2018. Stakehold-

ers of the crypto industry have pondered the reasons for

this retrenchment and are increasingly focusing on the

notion that many ICOs could be scams. A recent indus-

try study even goes as far to claim that 80% of all ICOs

are indeed scams. In this paper, we investigate the ques-

tion whether these scams are as common as claimed. We

do so by first defining what a scam is and secondly, by

drawing on empirical data to assess the number of cases

fitting such a definition. Building on Principal Agent

Theory and based on the statistical analysis of our em-

pirical data set we attempt to establish the current state

of affairs with regards to scams in the crypto-currency

world. The results of our study divert from salient be-

lief Hornuf et al. [Hornuf et al., 2019] study based their

empirical analysis on samples respectively composed by

6.7% and 12.6% of scams. They look at the extent of

fraud in initial coin offerings (ICOs), and whether infor-

mation disclosure prior to the issuance predicts fraud.

Issuers that disclose their code on GitHub are more

likely to be targeted by phishing and hacker activities,

which suggests that there are risks related to disclosing

the code. Generally, we find extremely difficult to pre-
dict fraud with the information available at the time of

issuance. This calls for the need to install a third-party

that certifies the quality of the issuers, such as spe-

cialized platforms, or the engagement of institutional

investors and venture capital funds that can perform a

due diligence and thus verify the quality of the project.

To reach the goal of reproducing the real market

composition three new variables were created: “Suc-

cess”, “Nat fail”3 , “Scam”. The classification of each

observation into these three classes was made following

as close as possible to the criteria used in the work of

[Toma and Cerchiello, 2020] as follows:

1. Success: the observed ICO successfully collected the

predefined cap within the time horizon of the cam-

paign;

2. Failure: the observed ICO failed to collect the prede-

fined cap within the time horizon of the campaign;

3 Nat fail stands for natural failure
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Fig. 2: ICO market structure in 2017 (Icobench.com,

2018)

Fig. 3: ICO market structure in 2018 (Icobench.com,

2018)

3. Scam: the observed ICO is discovered to be a fraud-

ulent activity and it is described as such by different

sources (e.g. SEC announcements, blog articles, fo-

rums).

The most challenging part of the analysis was the

data collection. The issues encountered during the data

collection process mainly regards the poor quality or

even the complete lack of information on rating web-

sites. Most of the time missing information could be

found by consulting the website, the white paper or

the details page on rating platforms. However, as ex-

perienced on multiple occasions, this solution can be

quite confusing or ineffective as the same information

might result different from website to website or, in

the worst case, might be completely missing. The un-

derlying problem is represented by the complete ab-

sence of regulation regarding information disclosure of

ICO projects. In fact, information published by ICO

ventures is unsupervised. This condition also creates

perfect circumstances for information asymmetry and

moral hazard [Momtaz, 2018] [Momtaz, 2019]. Similar

obstacles were experienced in determining ICO scams.

Indeed, the aim of the third dataset was to simplify the

identification process of ICO scams in the final dataset.

The dataset was retrieved from Deadcoins.com, an on-

line platform where the crypto community can freely

report tokens characterized by natural failure, phishing,

scam or suspicious activity. The issue lies on the fact

that reports are not properly checked. Therefore, many

observations collected were not really scam or fraud,

but they were just the result of bad management or

other reasons that adversely affected the project caus-

ing its premature failure. For these reasons, the col-

lection of scams does not completely rely on the raw

scam dataset retrieved from Deadcoins.com. After an

initial match between the two datasets, a robustness

check was made on every singular indicted observation

to have a more reliable base for classifying them as scam

ICOs (e.g. SEC announcements, repeated unofficial an-

nouncements in blogs and other medias). The dataset

was cleaned by dropping duplicated values and fixing

missing values. Table 2 offers a general overview of the

features included in the final dataset used for imple-

menting the analysis.

Whilst, we have carefully collected ICOs, according

to the 3 labels above described (Success, Failure, Scam),

we focused the analysis on disentangling what differs a

successful ICO from the rest. This because the amount

of reliable information regarding scam is too scarce and

would lead to non significant or consistent statistical

results. The analysis was conducted using Python 3.8

and R4 language.

5 Empirical Analysis

Before starting the data modelling, we run some de-

scriptive analysis. Different techniques are used to sum-

marize the main characteristics of the data collected

and to improve the general quality of the analysis. A

fist general insight into the distribution of quantitative

variables is given by using box plots. These charts are

particularly effective tools to get a first idea of the dis-

tribution of variables (divided by quartiles) and to en-

able the identification of outliers. Note that variables

were standardized for better comparison and visualiza-

tion. As shown in figure 4, the sample is not well bal-

anced due to the high presence of outliers, especially in

the first variable representing the number of members

in Telegram groups.

Rather informative can be also comparing the dis-

tribution of quantitative features related to the tar-

get variable “Success”. For visualizing this relationship,

box plots were combined with distribution plots distin-

guishing for both categories of the target variable, 1 for

4 Python 3.8 retrieved at
https://www.python.org/downloads/release/python-380/ -
https://www.r-project.org/
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Fig. 4: Box plots of numerical variables

Fig. 5: Distribution of the number of Telegram groups

of successful and failed ICOs

success and 0 for failure. As shown in Fig. 5, the ob-

servations that do not have a Telegram group, or just

a few members, seem to concentrate in the category of

failed ICOs while ICOs classified as successful are more

likely to have larger a Telegram community (despite the

presence of outliers in both categories).

Although the distribution of the number of team

members assumes a slightly similar distribution in both
cases of success and failure, figure 6 shows a higher con-

centration of failed ICOs with absence of information of

the team or with fewer members involved in the project.

A similar observation can be also applied to the num-

ber of advisors, since figure 6 shows a weak signal that

failed ICOs are more likely to have a lower presence of

advisors.

Finally, as regards the variables related to the white

papers, both the number of pages and the number of

sections seem to have a quite similar distribution for

successful and failed ICOs, see figure 7.

Afterwards, the attention of the exploratory data

analysis shifted to the distribution of the target vari-

ables “success” and “scam”. The distribution of the

variable “success” is balanced while the latter revels

to be excessively unbalanced making it hardly usable

for prediction purposes. As shown in Fig. 8, observa-

tions in the minority class “scams” are not sufficient to

correctly train the algorithm. Therefore, to avoid mis-

leading accuracy and inability to predict rare events as

Fig. 6: Distribution of the number of team members

and advisors of successful and failed ICOs

Fig. 7: Distribution of the number of pages and sections

of successful and failed ICOs’ white papers.

scams, it was chosen to focus the rest of the analysis on

just the target variable “success”, which contains two

classes, 1 for successful ICOs and 0 for failed and scam

ICOs.

The final part of the exploratory data analysis is fo-

cused on the identification of correlations among vari-

ables see figure 9. We take into account high level of cor-
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Fig. 8: Comparing the composition of target variables

”success” and ”scam”

Fig. 9: Correlation heatmap

relations during the estimation of the inferential models

to so avoid any multicollinearity issue. Nevertheless, the

highest values do not exceed 30% of linear correlation.

As introduced in section 3 the core of the analysis

focuses on Logistic Regression, deepening some impor-

tant aspects of the model and allowing to test it ac-

curately. The model was trained according to several

configuration with and without controls.

In table 6 and 7 we report results of HP1 controlled

over the social media exposure. As it clearly appears

the length of the white paper is a driver of success of

an ICO: the longer the document the better is the infor-

mative inclusion. This conclusion holds even controlling

over the different communication channels. Whether we

account for the usage of at least one channel (social du)

or we count how many are used (nr channels), we still

have significance. The same applies, if we focus on each

specific social media platform (model from 3 through

11 in table 6 and 7).

For sake of robustness, we also check whether the

length of the white papers matters, taking into account

the composition of the team as well. We investigate if

a team, large enough, can compensate a detailed docu-

ment. In table 8, we can clearly see that is not the case,

the length of the white papers still remains positive and

significant, confirming our HP1.

The validity of our analysis is also corroborated by

the confirmed importance of social media exposure and

team characteristics variables as in [Toma and Cerchiello, 2020]

and in [Cerchiello et al., 2019].

Moving to HP1bis, we study an alternative in the

measurement of the completeness of white papers: in-

stead of considering the length, we look at the number

of sections. As clearly appears from table 9, such hy-

pothesis does not hold at all. The number of sections

cannot be considered a proxy of the amount of infor-

mation disclosure from a given ICO.

We then consider our HP2, in particular we investi-

gate the role of a visual representation of an ICO team.

Thus, we test the importance of team pictures in the

white paper. Do prospect clients put more trust in ICOs

that fully disclose their composition and visual iden-

tity? Table 10 and 11 report results. We see that the

picture variable is significant across all the configura-

tion and surprisingly with a negative sign. In table 12

we also control for the team composition and again we

find that the visual identity matters but with a negative

sign.

We finally test the last hypothesis HP3 which inves-

tigates the role of the appendix. Once again, it clearly

emerges from Table 13,14 and 15that the appendix plays

a relevant and positive role with regards to the success

of an ICO. The appendix, which often contains a tech-

nical and more detailed description, helps in increasing

the prospect clients knowledge and awareness about the

trustworthiness of the ICO. At the same time, both the

social media exposure and the team composition keep

on being relevant and statistically significant.

Thus for, all but one hypothesis result to be con-

firmed by our analysis; the length of white papers, the

presence of team pictures and the appendix clearly play

a role in determining the outcome of an ICO launch.

Insofar suggesting that the stronger is the level of in-

formation disclosure, the higher is the chance of being

funded.

6 Further Robustness check

To further test our results, we compared logistic regres-

sion with 5 well-known machine learning classifiers:

1. K-nearest Neighbors
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2. Support Vector Machine

3. Naive Bayes

4. Decision Trees

5. Random Forest

After splitting the dataset into train and test set

and dividing the dependent variable from independent

variables, the target subsets were stratified in order to

guarantee the same proportions of class labels in the

train and test set. Each model was tested analyzing its

accuracy (table 4) and obtaining its confusion matrix

(figure 10).

Accuracy
Logistic regression 0.76
Ridge regression 0.75
Lasso regression 0.75
Random forest 0.75
Naive Bayes 0.73
Linear Svm 0.71
KNN 0.68
Decision Tree 0.67

Table 4: Accuracy score for each model

Fig. 10: Confusion matrices for each model

As already seen in figure 8, the target variable “suc-

cess” seems to be quite balanced. However, it is a good

practice to use cross-validation to train the models in

each and every fold of the dataset and use the av-

erage of all the recorded accuracies for each model.

Despite the significant decrease in accuracy, a 5-fold

cross-validation was used to avoid overfitting. Figure

11 shows the distribution of cross-validated accuracy

scores for each model and table 5 gives a rank of their

cross-validated mean scores.

To analyze the performance of the models, ROC

curves were also used. With 5-fold cross- validation,

random forest seems to obtain the best accuracy score

Fig. 11: Distribution of cross-validated accuracy scores

CV Mean
Random forest 0.66
Logistic regression 0.64
Naive Byes 0.64
Decision Tree 0.60
KNN 0.59
Linear Svm 0.59

Table 5: Mean of cross-validated scores

but looking at the ROC and AUC, Logistic regression

seems to perform better since it has better True Posi-

tive and False Positive rates (figure 12).

Fig. 12: ROC curves with AUC

7 Conclusions

The recent evolution of the ICO phenomenon tremen-

dously enlarged the availability of data and consequently,

its academic literature experienced significant develop-

ments. The rapid growth of the market, combined with

the stunning results obtained by different ventures, at-

tracted more and more investors which tried to bet-

ter understand the dynamics of this relatively new ap-
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proach to raise funds and leverage on the blockchain

technology novelty for creating new projects.

The main objective of our analysis is to test if the

information disclosed by ICOs is relevant to effectively

predict the result of the fundraising process. The dis-

closed information, on which we rely, takes into account

different perspectives such as the entrepreneurial and

strategic, the engagement strategy, and the information

quality strategy. Some important aspects, highly corre-

lated with the information disclosure process and the

presence of criminal activity, are related to the novelty

of this phenomenon and the lack of regulation that af-

fects its market. This, in fact, is also reflected in the dis-

closure of information, which in many cases appears in-

consistent, uncertain, or completely missing. The data

collecting process took into account this by crosscheck-

ing, both manually and automatically, the information

disclosed under structured and unstructured data types.

The work presented is in line with the relevant em-

pirical works in literature considering a representative

sample of the ICO phenomenon [Adhami et al., 2018]

[Boreiko and Risteski, 2020]. To investigate rare events,

as scams, for instance, the process is even more chal-

lenging because ventures that attempt to perform frauds

accurately erase their online presence once the ICO is

completed. Despite these difficulties, some interesting

insights were obtained based on our analysis. As re-

ported in the section 5, the impact of the white paper

is assessed as well through the features summarising

the technical characteristics of the paper such as the

number of pages, the number of sections and the pres-

ence of an appendix (containing legal statements) and

the presence of pictures in the biography section as a

proxy of the reliability of the member’s identity. At the

same time, we control the impact of those variables by

adding the classical success drivers when considering

ICOs like: the presence of a working website, the pres-

ence of the business on the social media in general and

a specific drill down on which channels. From the sig-

nificance of both the website presence and social media

coverage, in particular, it can be deduced that build-

ing a consistent online presence and creating a broad

community can considerably increase the probability of

reaching the fundraising goals.

Our findings let us consider that an all-round mar-

keting strategy leveraging on online presence, commu-

nity engagements and quality informative white paper

is the key for successful projects.

Further improvement of our findings would consider

a larger dataset encompassing more ICOs and consid-

eration of additional information. Moreover, similarly

to what proposed in [Toma and Cerchiello, 2020], sen-

timent analysis based on Telegram chats would help

even more in defining the ICOs behaviour and success

of failure drivers.
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Table 6: Results of logistic regression for HP1 about the

relevance of the length of the white papers, controlled

withe the social media exposure

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Nr pages (scaled) 0.255∗∗∗ 0.227∗∗∗ 0.148∗ 0.214∗∗∗ 0.182∗∗ 0.194∗∗

(0.075) (0.075) (0.078) (0.077) (0.077) (0.077)

social du 2.419∗∗

(1.039)

nr channels 0.175∗∗∗

(0.036)

tw 1.981∗∗∗

(0.365)

fb 1.050∗∗∗

(0.208)

ln 0.547∗∗∗

(0.156)

Constant -0.122∗ -2.510∗∗ -1.201∗∗∗ -1.953∗∗∗ -0.985∗∗∗ -0.456∗∗∗

(0.073) (1.036) (0.236) (0.356) (0.191) (0.121)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -519.410 -514.121 -506.944 -497.680 -505.538 -513.173
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,042.820 1,034.242 1,019.887 1,001.360 1,017.076 1,032.347

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 7: Results continuation from table 6

Dependent variable:

success

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

Nr pages (scaled) 0.201∗∗∗ 0.211∗∗∗ 0.255∗∗∗ 0.212∗∗∗ 0.275∗∗∗ 0.210∗∗∗ 0.153∗

(0.076) (0.076) (0.075) (0.076) (0.076) (0.076) (0.081)

yt 0.519∗∗∗

(0.157)

gith 0.570∗∗∗

(0.161)

slack -0.040
(0.180)

reddit 0.500∗∗∗

(0.173)

btalk -0.322∗

(0.188)

mm 0.578∗∗∗

(0.175)

Web dum 2.307∗∗∗

(0.258)

Constant -0.452∗∗∗ -0.509∗∗∗ -0.114 -0.493∗∗∗ 0.137 -0.555∗∗∗ -2.029∗∗∗

(0.125) (0.133) (0.082) (0.149) (0.168) (0.152) (0.244)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -513.918 -513.053 -519.385 -515.174 -517.934 -513.813 -461.102
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,033.836 1,032.105 1,044.770 1,036.348 1,041.868 1,033.625 928.205

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 8: Results of logistic regression for HP1 con-

trolled over the composition of ICO team

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2)

Nr pages (scaled) 0.180∗∗ 0.144∗

(0.078) (0.079)

nr team 0.045∗∗∗

(0.013)

nr adv 0.082∗∗∗

(0.019)

Constant -0.528∗∗∗ -0.472∗∗∗

(0.136) (0.110)

Observations 760 760
Log Likelihood -512.758 -510.045
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,031.515 1,026.089

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 9: Results of logistic regression for HP1bis con-

trolled over the social media exposure

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

sections 0.006 -0.016 0.001 -0.011 0.001 -0.003
(0.011) (0.013) (0.011) (0.012) (0.011) (0.011)

scale(Nr pages) 0.307∗∗∗

(0.085)

social du 2.615∗∗

(1.037)

nr channel 0.202∗∗∗

(0.036)

nr team 0.053∗∗∗

(0.012)

nr adv 0.094∗∗∗

(0.019)

Constant -0.174 0.035 -2.714∗∗∗ -1.255∗∗∗ -0.608∗∗∗ -0.498∗∗∗

(0.129) (0.143) (1.034) (0.236) (0.165) (0.145)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -525.273 -518.579 -518.747 -508.295 -515.448 -511.670
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,054.546 1,043.158 1,043.494 1,022.589 1,036.897 1,029.340

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 10: Results from logistic regression for HP2 re-

garding the importance of pictures in white papers con-

trolled over the social media exposure

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Picture du -0.608∗∗∗ -0.719∗∗∗ -0.719∗∗∗ -1.255∗∗∗ -0.738∗∗∗ -0.896∗∗∗ -0.933∗∗∗

(0.168) (0.173) (0.173) (0.201) (0.177) (0.183) (0.184)

social du 2.983∗∗∗ 2.983∗∗∗

(1.043) (1.043)

nr channel 0.302∗∗∗

(0.041)

tw 2.164∗∗∗

(0.368)

fb 1.380∗∗∗

(0.218)

ln 0.907∗∗∗

(0.166)

Constant 0.329∗∗ -2.528∗∗ -2.528∗∗ -1.053∗∗∗ -1.570∗∗∗ -0.589∗∗∗ 0.015
(0.145) (1.036) (1.036) (0.240) (0.370) (0.210) (0.157)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -518.757 -509.904 -509.904 -487.539 -492.723 -495.843 -503.027
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,041.514 1,025.808 1,025.808 981.078 991.446 997.685 1,012.054

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 11: Results: continuation of results from table

Dependent variable:

success

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

Picture du -0.951∗∗∗ -0.762∗∗∗ -0.613∗∗∗ -0.755∗∗∗ -0.620∗∗∗ -0.874∗∗∗ -0.736∗∗∗

(0.186) (0.175) (0.169) (0.175) (0.181) (0.182) (0.187)

yt 0.907∗∗∗

(0.170)

gith 0.778∗∗∗

(0.165)

slack 0.042
(0.181)

reddit 0.743∗∗∗

(0.176)

btalk 0.035
(0.200)

mm 0.921∗∗∗

(0.185)

Web dum 2.411∗∗∗

(0.261)

Constant 0.006 -0.083 0.324∗∗ -0.113 0.310∗ -0.162 -1.564∗∗∗

(0.158) (0.170) (0.147) (0.180) (0.182) (0.177) (0.271)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -503.720 -507.206 -518.729 -509.524 -518.741 -505.644 -454.887
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,013.440 1,020.411 1,043.459 1,025.047 1,043.483 1,017.287 915.774

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 12: Results for logistic regression on HP2 con-

trolled over the composition of the ICO team

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2) (3)

Picture du -0.608∗∗∗ -0.777∗∗∗ -0.860∗∗∗

(0.168) (0.176) (0.178)

nr team 0.064∗∗∗

(0.013)

nr adv 0.115∗∗∗

(0.020)

Constant 0.329∗∗ -0.121 0.023
(0.145) (0.171) (0.155)

Observations 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -518.757 -505.442 -499.649
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,041.514 1,016.884 1,005.297

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 13: Results for logistic regression for HP3 on the

importance of the appendix in a white paper controlled

over the social media exposure

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

appendix du 1.055∗∗∗ 1.077∗∗∗ 1.073∗∗∗ 0.985∗∗∗ 1.067∗∗∗ 1.030∗∗∗ 1.071∗∗∗

(0.233) (0.237) (0.238) (0.238) (0.239) (0.235) (0.236)

social du 2.691∗∗∗

(1.043)

nr channel 0.196∗∗∗

(0.035)

tw 1.988∗∗∗

(0.365)

fb 1.143∗∗∗

(0.208)

ln 0.617∗∗∗

(0.153)

yt 0.620∗∗∗

(0.156)

Constant -0.252∗∗∗ -2.909∗∗∗ -1.460∗∗∗ -2.080∗∗∗ -1.192∗∗∗ -0.625∗∗∗ -0.648∗∗∗

(0.078) (1.042) (0.235) (0.357) (0.194) (0.123) (0.129)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -514.344 -507.515 -497.793 -492.425 -497.616 -506.138 -506.270
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,032.688 1,021.029 1,001.586 990.850 1,001.231 1,018.275 1,018.541

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 14: Results: continuation results table 13 with a

control over the the social media exposure

Dependent variable:

success

(8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

appendix du 1.064∗∗∗ 1.055∗∗∗ 1.061∗∗∗ 1.044∗∗∗ 1.051∗∗∗ 0.963∗∗∗

(0.236) (0.233) (0.235) (0.234) (0.235) (0.251)

gith 0.652∗∗∗

(0.161)

slack -0.001
(0.181)

reddit 0.600∗∗∗

(0.172)

btalk -0.172
(0.187)

mm 0.660∗∗∗

(0.174)

Oweb dum 2.326∗∗∗

(0.259)

Constant -0.695∗∗∗ -0.251∗∗∗ -0.697∗∗∗ -0.112 -0.745∗∗∗ -2.161∗∗∗

(0.137) (0.088) (0.152) (0.171) (0.154) (0.247)

Observations 760 760 760 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -505.961 -514.344 -508.107 -513.920 -506.919 -454.965
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,017.922 1,034.688 1,022.215 1,033.840 1,019.838 915.931

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 15: Results from logistic on the relevance of the

appendix in white papers controlled for the character-

istics of the ICO team

Dependent variable:

success

(1) (2) (3)

appendix du 1.055∗∗∗ 0.992∗∗∗ 0.936∗∗∗

(0.233) (0.236) (0.237)

nr team 0.049∗∗∗

(0.013)

nr adv 0.084∗∗∗

(0.019)

Constant -0.252∗∗∗ -0.689∗∗∗ -0.599∗∗∗

(0.078) (0.137) (0.110)

Observations 760 760 760
Log Likelihood -514.344 -506.018 -503.396
Akaike Inf. Crit. 1,032.688 1,018.036 1,012.793

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01


